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The volume-averaged global plasma model has been 

widely used to analyze the characteristics of plasma, 

although the spatial variation of plasma parameters 

cannot be obtained from it. It has also been used to 

obtain temporal plasma parameters for pulsed plasma 

sources. In this work, we analyzed the effect of an 

edge-to-center density ratio (h factor) and an electron 

heating model on plasma parameters in pulsed plasma 

simulations using the global model for Ar discharges.  

For electropositive plasmas, Godyak and Maximov 

derived the edge-to-center ion density ratios hL and hR by 

solving the nonlinear low-pressure diffusion equation for 
the boundary conditions ui = 0 at the plasma center and ui 

= uB at the sheath edge [1]. However, it has not been 

sufficiently investigated whether the h factor derived by 

assuming the steady state can be applied to pulse 

simulations using the global model. Because the 

uniformity of the plasma can change during the pulse 

period, the h factor can change, too. Therefore, in order 

to analyze the time-varying effect of the h factor, we 

assumed that the h factor varies between hmin and hmax 

during the pulse period (transient h factor), as shown in 

Fig. 1 [2]. 

In order to analyze the effect of the absorbed power 
on the plasma parameters, we used Yoon's analytic 

electron heating model, which includes a nonlocal 

electron heating mechanism [3]. Yoon et al. derived the 

electromagnetic fields inside the chamber using the 

mode excitation method. From these fields, the total 

reactor impedance was obtained as a function of various 

plasma and chamber parameters. When the stray 

resistance of the chamber is ignored, the real part of the 

reactor impedance equals the plasma resistance. 

Therefore, the absorbed power is given by 
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where R(p) is the plasma resistance (i.e., the real part of 

the reactor impedance), R(c) is the antenna resistance, Prf 

is the power supplied at the powered antenna,  is the 

duty ratio, and  is the period. 

Figure 2 shows the electron temperature profiles when 

the electron heating and transient h factor are considered. 

It is observed that the electron temperature increased 

gradually initially and then increased rapidly in the early 

active-glow stage of the pulse. This behavior is closely 

related to plasma resistance, which is also observed 

experimentally. The self-consistent heating model 

increases the realism of the simulation by preventing the 
electron temperature from reaching non-physical values. 

Moreover, the h factor significantly affects the temporal 

profile of the electron temperature. 
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Fig. 2. Electron temperature profiles at 10 kHz when 

the electron heating and transient h factor are 

considered. 

 
 

Fig. 1. An example of the h factor when the 

pulse-repetition frequency is 10 kHz. 
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